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C H O I C E  A N D  
D I S C E R N M E N T  

By J O H N  C O S T E L L O  

This country is SICK, man. It is one of the sickest things that has 
happened. People are fed on myths, they are stuffed up tO the eyes 
with illusions. They C A N ' T  think straight. They have a modicum 
of good will, and some of them have a whole lot of it, but with the 
mental bombardment  everybody lives under, it is just not possible 
to see straight, no matter where you are looking. The average 
everyday 'Catlick' is probably in worse shape than a lot of others. 
He has in his head a few principles of faith which lend no coherence 
whatever to his life. No one has ever sought any coherence from 
him or given him the idea that he needed any. 1 

Thomas Merton 

W 
HEN WE READ THESE WORDS M e r t o n  wrote  to J i m  F o r e s t  

to console (!) h im  over  the lack of results the y o u n g  
activist was f inding in his peace efforts, it is ha rd  to 
know what  makes  us more  u n c o m f o r t a b l e - - t h e  hard-  

hi t t ing j u d g e m e n t s  or the fact that  they  still strike such a chord in 
us twenty-f ive years  later.  Mer t on ,  f rom his monas t e ry ,  showed us 
that  he under s tood  the meaning infusing the events  of  m o d e r n  culture 
and  the mid-sixt ies  C h u r c h  with more  sensitivity and  i m m e d i a c y  
that  a lmost  any  Cathol ic  actual ly i m m e r s e d  in the med ia - shaped  
world.  H e  was the p rophe t  crying f rom one wilderness to another .  

In  this same letter,  M e r t o n  went  on to suggest  to Forest  that  his 

Cathol ic  Peace Fellowship 

is not going to stop the war in Vietnam, and it is not even going to 
cause very many Catholics to think differently about war and peace. 
It is simply going to become another image among images . . . 
something around which are centred some vague emotional 
reactions, for or against. 

T h e  reason  for this, he notes,  is that  all people  are ' b ru ta l i zed '  
and  ' the  average  l a y m a n  and the average  pr iest  are all alike 
condi t ioned by  this men ta l i t y ' .  T h e  war ,  then,  'is a fully legi t imate  
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way of  indulging the brutal i ty  that has b e e n  engendered  in them. It 
is not  only for country ,  it is even for God '  (p 296). 

Me r ton  goes on fur ther  to warn  his young  cor respondent  against 
' s t r iving to build yoursel f  an identi ty in your  work and witness. You 
are using it to protect  yoursel f  against nothingness,  annihi la t ion. '  
H e  concludes: 

The great thing after all is to live, not to pour out your life in service 
of a myth: and we turn the best things into myths. If you can get 
free from the domination of causes and just serve Christ's truth, 
you will be able to do more and will be less crushed by the inevitable 
disappointments. Because I see nothing whatever in sight but much 
disappointment, frustration and confusion . . . .  The real hope, 
then, is not in something we think we can do, but in God who is 
making something good out of it in some way we cannot see. If we 
can do His will, we will be helping in this process (pp 296-297). 

Me r ton ' s  letter touched me deeply when I first read it years ago, 
and it still does. It is a personal  response to Forest ' s  psychological 
and moral  c r i s i s - -one  which m a n y  of us have felt. It was a crisis 
occasioned by, among  other  reasons, the media- induced  avoidance 
by  Catholics and their  Chu rch  of a vital moral  issue in Amer ican  
society at the time. It has remained  a touchstone of  d iscernment  for 
me and for m a n y  others t ry ing to read the signs of the times and 
respond to them with fidelity and respons ib i l i ty - -and  not  get bu rn t  
out  in the process. 

This  letter,  I believe, can be a model  for us as we t ry  to find our  
way in a culture that is even more  media-dr iven  now than  it was in 
1966. In the letter, Mer ton  covers all the bases of a classical 
discernment:  he names,  he evaluates and he chooses a course of 
action. 

1. He  names  the reality as he sees it: people are fed myths  and 
they are ready to live by  the illusions these myths create in them 
ra ther  than by  the reality that is there for any  free and sensitive 
person to see. 

2. T h e n  he evaluates the effect of living by  these collective illusions. 
It causes a 'bruta l izat ion '  of consciousness, a n u m b i n g  of the 
capacity in individuals and in the people as a whole for a 
genuinely  moral  response to their  social situation, in this case, 
an immora l  war. 

3. Finally~ he offers a prescript ion,  I t  is less a recipe for chaaging  
the wor ld  than a principle of choice and d iscernment  for acting 
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in this culture. He urges Forest to keep acting, but to live and 
act without anxiety and without identifying himself totally with 
his efforts. He tells him to act according to the mind and heart 
of Christ. He encourages him to see through how, even in doing 
the work of the gospel, we can be victimized by the myths and 
illusions society thrusts upon us. And, coming precisely to the 
point, he includes among those myths the expectation of success, 
of making a clear difference in society, especially in our most 
God-inspired undertakings which feel so worthy of response. 

Merton's  letter provides a map for tracking the few issues I would 
like to explore around discernment and choice in relation to media 
and our culture as shaped by the media. I would like to reflect on 
how we might respond in the way Merton suggests and in the spirit 
of Paul's message to the Romans when he says: 

Do not model yourselves on the behaviour of the world around you, 
but let your behaviour change, modelled on your new mind. This 
is the only way to discover the will of God and know what is good, 
what it is that God wants, what is the perfect thing to do (Rom 
12,1-2). 

Only light reveals darkness 
What characterizes Merton's  perspective is an unusual combi- 

nation of sensitivity to the cultural pressures in North America and 
an ability to see through them. What  gives him his perspective is 
not simply his position apart from society in the monastery; many 
monks were uncritical of either the war or the culture. It is his stance 
in the gospel, in the light generated through the darkness of Good 
Friday, that allows him to cast light on the darkness in his own 
culture. Merton reveals the first principle of all discernment: that 
only love can see reality for what it is. In the gospel, only love reveals 
both grace and sin. 

In his book Lighten our darkness, Canadian theologian Douglas Hall 
described the Christian challenge in society as the call 'to tell the 
truth with hope'. 2 The hope comes with the very dawning of the 
truth even though it is not always immediately known. The  way of 
grace seems to be this: when awareness is given we are also given, 
however inchoatively , the grace to respond. Merton's appeal to the 
attitude of Christ is not an escape from reality, let alone from the 
dark side of his society. He stands even more deeply within reality 
because he takes on Christ 's way of seeing and it drives him to see 
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the systematic denials and false affirmations that most of us exercise 
each day without even knowing it. His appeal to Christ is the very 
opposite of a narcoticizing opium that avoids reality. It is a bond of 
love that gives him hope, a hope that releases him to enter reality 
more truthfully and to name prophetically the cultural forces that 
suffocate the minds and hearts of the average person. It is love that 
permits us to know our human reality in all of its truth and illusions. 
It is important for us to see that Merton, in addressing J im Forest, 
affirmed that this stance can be taken by someone living actively in 
this society and its culture. It is not essentially a matter of space but 
of relationship. 

A people fed on myths 
To understand the relations between culture, media and the 

images that dehumanize rather than humanize us, it is helpful for 
us to see what Merton means when he refers to a people fed on 
myths and illusions. Clearly, he was referring to the dominant 
images, the subtle value systems and ways of behaving that penetrate 
our society and our communications culture as the air we breathe 
moves in our lungs and affects our whole body. He is characterizing 
acquired desires as opposed to natural ones, the meanings we 
manufacture as opposed to those that are created and discovered 
through our entry into the mystery of human living and relating. 
The images and desires we invent and then manipulate for suspect 
purposes (such as understanding ourselves as consumers rather than 
as persons) can possess an entire population and cause them to lose 
their appreciation of how these are artificial and quite extraneous to 
their more genuine needs and meanings. At the heart of what 
is discerned must be this distinction between the meanings we 
manufacture and the ones we discover and create, between the 
meanings and desires that dehumanize and the ones that make us 
more genuinely human. 

Among the myths Merton noted as the most prominent forms of 
social sin in the West were: political nationalism with its militarized 
self-righteousness, competitive capitalism and its control by corporate 
~lites of the media and-- therefore--of  the minds and feelings of 
ordinary people, and 'the obsession of the American mind with the 
myth of know-how, and with the capacity to be omnipotent'  (p 295). 
There are certainly others. They represent cultural idolatries because 
they make false yet fundamental claims on the human heart. Merton 
wanted to tip over the tables of these myths because they were 
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systematically invading the temples of God ' s  Spirit  and displacing 
the genuine holy of holies that  should reside there.  Twenty-f ive  years 
later, it is fair to say that  the power  of  these destructive myths  has 
not  been  exorcized f rom our  social soul; it has intensified. 

These  myths,  as systems of meaning,  are forms of darkness and, 
because they are paradoxical ly not  consciously chosen, they are 
forms of  blindness. It  is ha rd  for us to see that  we are bonded  to a 
cul ture steeped in illusions that  dehumanize  us. It is even ha rde r  to 
believe we do not  freely choose the social myths by  which we live. 
In  fact, we often do not  even recognize that we have embraced  a 
way of seeing and acting that we have not  chosen thoughtful ly.  T h e  
results of  living in such a land of shadows can be felt before they are 
n a m e d  just  as happiness or being in love are felt before we actually 
pu t  a na me  on those feelings. It  is not  u n c o m m o n  to hear  of  a 
general state of anxiety,  depression, anger,  fear or hardhear tedness  
overcoming  people,  not  as individuals alone bu t  as a social group 
or as a whole society. 

This  is the level of exper ience that Mer ton  is touching.  It is terr ibly 
ha rd  to identify because there is no apparen t  place f rom which to 
look in on it. T o  appreciate our  problem we might  ask: 'Do  the fish 
know they are in water? '  H o w  could they? We  might  go far ther  and 
ask: ' I f  the water  becomes polluted, do the fish know it is happen ing? '  
H o w  could they if they are all feeling the symptoms? O u t  of our  
sense of being a free p e o p l e - - a n d  f rom the ou t s ide - -we  often think 
of the T h i r d  Wor ld  as needing economic  l iberation.  And,  unti l  
recently,  we thought  of the Second Wor ld  as needing  political 
l iberation.  But  we almost never  face up to our  own forms of  
ens lavement  and realize that in the First World ,  in order  to be more  
h u m a n ,  we m a y  need cultural l iberation, l iberat ion f rom desires and 
fixations that  enslave us. Mer ton  suggests we are not  far f rom this 
condition.  

In a 1978 essay entit led ' T h e  power  of  the powerless ' ,  Vaclav 
Have l  wrote  that  a 

person who has been seduced by the consumer value system, whose 
identity is dissolved in an amalgam of the accoutrements of mass 
civilization, and who has no roots in the order of being, no sense of 
responsibility for anything higher than his or her own personal 
survival, is a demoralized person. 

T h e  same holds t rue for a culture,  for a society at large. F ro m  the 
viewpoint  of Have l  and Mer ton ,  we indeed live in a very  dispirited 
society and Out media  help make  us so. 
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The media are effectively the only public creators and carriers of 
• the symbols and images that shape our social meanings. They form 

us and shape us. In general, they conspire to diminish our critical 
sense. They all too often deflect or dispe ! any human way of relating 
that cannot be measured in sentimental or aggressive terms. Put 
simply, they too rarely present action that is worthy of human 
persons or interpret and serve a vision of human living that can 
genuinely motivate us and ennoble us. The media bosses, writers 
and advertisers protest that this is not their responsibility; they are 
merely 'servants' of other people's messages and events without 
purposes of their own. This is simply a lie; in Merton 's  word, part 
of the myth. They are servants of corporations, they conform to the 
corporations' interests, and the product they deliver for the millions 
of dollars they receive is the minds and hearts and desires of people 
like us. This is a snapshot of one corner of the mythic world with 
which any discernment in our culture must contend. 

Episodic meaning: the unbearable lightness of being 
It is very difficult to know how we can deal with what Merton 

called the 'brutalization' of people even when we perceive it and 
protest against it. In an electronically mediated culture, we find 
ourselves living in systems that are like onions, layers upon layers 
with no core, no place where anyone can be found who is responsible 
for what is being done to people. Our  society has forged systems 
that rely on illusion while themselves remaining terribly elusive. 
People often feel somewhat guilty but not quite responsible. The 
result is regularly a massive, shared feeling of powerlessness and of 
being positively disempowered. 3 

When it comes to trying to change the situation in which we find 
ourselves, the wisest among us fall very nearly silent. There is 
nothing so discouraging in Merton 's  letter than his view that even 
the truth, when it is revealed, gets filed away unrecognized by most 
people as only one image in the flow of other images. It is totally 
relativized by them and destined with the passing days to be tossed, 
like the 'Top Ten'  pop songs, into the dustbin of history. 

Unfor tunate ly--and this helps explain our clinging to illusions 
that promise comfort and securi ty--we live at a time when a coherent 
view of life has collapsed in the West. What we are left with is 
interesting fragments. Life tends to be lived out in episodes without 
any connecting thread, without any terms for giving it enduring 
meaning. As in a videotape, there are some episodes we want to 
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stopframe,  others we are happy  to skip over.  W e  are left with an 
ephemera l  quali ty to our  life and meaning.  It registers in us in the 
feeling Milos K u n d e r a  described as ' the unbearab le  lightness of 
being ' .  W e  have no anchor ,  no roots, no sense of cont inui ty .  

In this culture of  episodic meanings ,  so similar to flipping channels  
on the T V  set, adults as well as you th  have major  p rob lem s t rust ing 
and making  commitments .  Wi thou t  a past that reveals some coherent  
meaning ,  I h a v e  no grounds f rom which to launch mysel f  into a 
risky future.  I can test it but  I cannot  commit  mysel f  to it because I 
do not  know what  I will look like at this t ime next  year .  J o h n  
S taudenmeie r  explains the problem well in not ing that  

Permanent commitment is less a prediction of my future than an 
act of belief in my history . . . .  To make a life commitment we must 
believe that we can create a life sto W whose meaning makes life's 
struggle worthwhile. 4 

T h e  pat terns  of  communica t ion  that  domina te  and form our  
cul ture systematically deprive us of  a n y m e a n i n g f u l n e s s  in life as an 
integrated whole. 

Even  our  sense of  sin and grace tends to become episodic. Salvation 
or l iberat ion are often in terpre ted  narcissistically, more  in terms of 
New Age forms of self-actualization than  in Chris t ian terms of  self- 
t ranscendence  and love for others. In our  culture,  a l though people 
make desperate  efforts to be nice and to be liked they f requent ly  do 
not  feel loved. M a n y  do not  believe in their  capacity to discover the 

t r u t h ,  to tell the t ru th  and to live by  it. In a kind of  depression,  they 
just  do not  make  the effort. We  are sometimes more  like Pilate 
(Tru th?  W h a t  is t ruth?)  than we are like Jesus  (I know my Father  
and my  Father  knows me).  Tel l ing the t ru th  is costly and m a n y  do 
not  want  to pay  the price. 

Believing in the t ru th  and telling the t ru th  invite us to change.  
T h e y  invite us to conversion and action. T o o  often, we want  to 
avoid the responsibili ty of  the t ru th  because we do not  believe we 
are strong enough to bear  it and we do not  really want  our  lives to 
change much.  So we take refuge in half-truths,  in psychologies that  
reduce the radicalness of  the ~call to t ru th  and diminish our  
responsibil i ty to respond to it. It was his appreciat ion of  this blindness 
of  people and this sense of  powerlessness in them that  caused Mer to n  
to say to J i m  Forest  ' I  see no th ing  whatever  in sight but  much  
d isappointment ,  f rustrat ion and confusion '  (p 297). As painful  as it 
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is, our  effort to learn d iscernment  in our  culture requires  us to 
confront  these obstacles to discerning and acting well. 

To discern is to decide and act 

It requires  a par t icular  kind of attentiveness as well as desire for  
change in our  way of living to reveal that in m a n y  of our  cultural  
folkways (e. g. our  T V  watching,  our  buy ing  habits,  our  involvement  
with our  work,  our  activism, our  avoidance of solitude, etc.) we are 
addicts and that our  imaginat ions are toxified. Most  often, these 
fresh beginnings are awakened in us th rough  events and persons 
who break th rough  our  fixations. Frequent ly  enough,  the blinkers 
are cast off because of a discontent  that  gives rise to a desire for 
something more  interior,  more  personal ,  more  just ,  more  true to 
nature ,  more  human .  This  desire is at the hear t  of conversion.  It  is 
also at the hear t  of d iscernment  and choice. People are not  able to 
see what  they do not  want  to change. So we can take heart ;  if  we 
are given the grace of awareness,  in some fashion we are already 
given the grace of response. 

Between 1985 and 1990, a group of Jesui ts  and sisters and a lay 
w o m a n  in C a n a d a  created and adapted the structure for a retreat  
entit led 'Announc ing  the gospel in con tempora ry  cul ture ' .  Those  
who par t ic ipated were encouraged  to identify, analyse, p ray  over  
and make decisions in terms of  m a n y  of the same themes that  form 
the subject of this issue. Those  of us p lanning the retreat  had,  after 
m uc h  discussion, expressed our  perspective on the Chris t ian vocat ion 
in relat ion to communica t ions  media  in our  society in the following 
terms: 

In announc ing  the gospel in our  present  world,  

we are called 
to a personal  active engagement  with our  culture.  

This  engagement  requires  a cont inuing process of 
d iscernment  on our  par t  

leading us to a threefold action: 
- - a  prophet ic  c r i t ique  of all that  tends to 

dehumanize  persons in our  society, 
- - a  construct ive embrac ing  of all in the 

culture that  enhances humani ty ,  
- - a n d  a creative use of all forms of communica t ion  

that  can proclaim and fur ther  the gospel. 
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In creating this s tatement  it had become clear to us that  this was 
a retreat not  merely for a neutral  'exposure to issues' but  for decision. 
As we saw it, it  achieved its in tegr i ty  only in being a call to 
discernment,  to choice and to personal commitment .  It encouraged 
retreatants to believe God was offering them the grace to 'do 
something'  as opposed to the nothing that  the feeling of powerlessness 
over media  tends to foster in people. Tha t  ' something '  could be a 
call to become attentive to and perhaps critical of their own use of 
media.  It could be a call to include media  issues in their teaching. 
Or,  perhaps, to accept rather  than  fearfully reject invitations to TV,  
newspaper  or radio interviews if they came. Possibly, to become 
more contemplative and prophetic about  media  abuses in our  society, 
or even actually to use media  in some form to present the good news. 
But for everyone, the retreat included a challenge to discernment  and 
choice leading to some action inspired by God 's  Spirit who we 
believed firmly had not  deserted us in our  electronically mediated 
world despite much  feeling, at times, to the contrary. 

To put  it simply, we concluded that prayer  on this issue for 
dedicated Christians was prayer-for-action or it was not  likely 
genuine prayer.  We  were convinced that if we do not  believe we are 
being given the power to evangelize our  society just  as it is, then we 
will continue to be evangelized by the dark side in our  society with 
all its myths  and illusions. For  us the retreat had one purpose, it 
was a call--gentle or chal lenging-- to  a conversion in my and our  
cultural action in relation to God's desires for our  world, the world 
w e a r e  creating and reflecting with our  media.  In Mer ton ' s  terms, 
we were encouraging a re turn t o  that  contemplative centre where 
all action must  be rooted if it is to be free and for the reign of God. 
But  it was a call for action that  would witness to love against the 
destructive myths  that  were keeping people enslaved. 

The dangerous memory of the Resurrection 
I am very conscious that  I have given the major i ty  of this essay 

over to bringing forward, in almost painful detail, ou r  experience 
of culturally induced darkness. It may  be that twenty-five years after 
Mer ton  h u n g  his piece of black crepe on our culture, we are 
witnessing the faint beginnings of new life pushing through the 
stones of our  deadly myths.  The  power of the faith in technological 
solutions, for example, is being challenged deeply by those awakening 
to the crisis in our  environment .  It is no longer true that  people at 
large are sheep-like believers in bigger and better machines.  Similar 
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humble  hope can be g rounded  in the awakening to the voices of 
women  and to the feminine in h u m a n  relating. 

However ,  as Mer ton  indicates, the basis of our  hope cannot  be 
hope in this or that par t icular  action or movem en t  but  the dangerous  
and subversive m e m o r y  of the risen Christ .  T o  act out each day the 
message that  Chris t  has died, Christ  is risen and Christ  will come 
again is first and last a way of procla iming that,  in the Resur rec t ion  
of Jesus,  the balance is t ipped against death  and the ul t imate power  
of illusion. I am no t  sure how much  other  cultures need to have this 
revealed right n o w - - b u t  ours does. We have not  begun  to explore 
what  it means  for us to become genuine missionaries and revolut ion- 
aries of Chris t ian hope to our  own culture,  to the lost and in some 
ways very  discontented and spiritually hungry  middle class. 

Perhaps  our  actions are weak because we keep our  eyes on success 
as our  cul ture defines it. M a y b e  we forget  in our  bodies and spirits 
the m e m o r y  of  the risen Christ  that should be the hear t  of ou r  
energy.  M a y b e  we forget that  our  Chris t ian hope is based on the 
scandal of the infinite God  becoming  one m a n  in a small backward 
town in a forgot ten part  of an empire  already beginning to die. 

Ma ybe  we lose our  power  because we think we already know the 
face of Christ .  But  faith says I am always open to being surprised 
about  where I find the face of Christ .  Can  we be as open to being 
shaped by  this hope as by  our  cultural brokenness? T h e  signs of it 
will be in our  lightness and the fresh forms of co m m u n i ty  that  come 
to bir th among  us. 
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